• Featured by Wil Wheaton on popular TableTop program
• Duel at Mt. Skullzfyre sold 40,000 copies and is currently on its 6th reprint, Rumble at Castle Tentakill sold 10,000 copies and is on its 2nd reprint
• Simple rules and deep-level strategic gameplay appeals to wide range of players
• Spell-combining mechanic creates endless gameplay variation
• Rumble at Castle Tentakill offers new mechanics and is compatible with original game
• Full of irreverent humor and unique artwork

**CONTENTS**
- 178-189 Game Cards
- 8 Oversized Hero cards
- 6-7 Last Wizard Standing Tokens
- 6 Blood Markers (ESW 2 only)
- 6 Life Tracker Markers
- 4 Six-sided dice
- 1 Rulebook
- 1 Standee
- Box Dimensions: 9.25”x6.25”x1.75”

As a Battle Wizard, put together up to three spell components to craft spell combos where the goal is to destroy fellow Battle Wizards. Roll dice and play magical items to increase spell strength and become the most EPIC BATTLE WIZARD EVER.

**CONTACT INFO**

sales@cryptozoic.com
949.385.6000

www.cryptozoic.com